CRUISING WITH THE EXPERTS

Don’t settle for anything less than the best

Classical Music with
JOHN SUCHET

D-Day & Normandy with

Art & Culture with

LORD
DANNATT

ANDREW
GRAHAM-DIXON

ANDREW
ROBERTS

WELCOME

TRAVEL WITH THE
WORLD’S BEST
River Cruise Line

to Uniworld

LUXURIOUS

EXCEED

River cruise ships

Your expectations

Each Uniworld ship is a unique,
one-of-a-kind experience, designed to
echo the style of a boutique hotel.
Lavish décor, thoughtful amenities
and first-class service make them a
destination in their own right.

Everything we do is focused on a
singular goal: to give you a unique and
unforgettable experience. We do this by
offering first-class service that puts
you at the centre of every decision.

EXCLUSIVE

Onshore Excursions
Discover a range of included excursions
curated exclusively for Uniworld guests.
Our collection of over 80 experiences will
be your gateway to immersing yourself
in the authentic culture, sights and
cuisine of the places you’ll visit.

Join some of the world’s leading experts, as they bring to life the rich culture, history and a fascinating insight of some
of Europe’s historical waterways. Join John Suchet, acclaimed Classical Music radio broadcaster, travelling the Danube
through Europe’s history, including an exclusive classical music concert in Vienna and Andrew Graham Dixon a renowned
art critic offering insight in to the cultural influences that developed some of the world’s best-known artists and works
of art. Enjoy fascinating presentations on their lives as authors and broadcasters over the decades, as well as exclusive
intimate group discussions. Enhance your cruise experience with many more opportunities aboard the World’s best
Boutique River cruise line.

ALL TIPS, GRATUITIES
& Port charges

Consistently ranked as the

Best River Cruise Line in the world

Uniworld Boutique River Cruise Collection
Best in European River
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Uniworld Boutique River Cruise Collection
Best River Cruise Line Service

S.S. Beatrice

Best River Ship Refurbishment

You won’t find any additional charges
or unwanted surprises on a Uniworld
river cruise. All those little extras, like
tips, gratuities and port charges, are
included in the price of your journey.
This even includes onshore gratuities,
so everyone involved in making your
journey extra-special is rewarded for
their hard work.

EXPERTISE

You can count on
4.8 out of 5 Feefo based on over 7,150
independent customer feedback, and a
host of prestigious awards and accolades
under out belt. You can travel safe in the
knowledge that you’re being looked
after by the best in the business.
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Boutique Ships

WHAT’S
INCLUDED?

Our award winning Boutique ships sail some of the
worlds most majestic rivers offering itineraries in
spectacular locations throughout Europe, Russia,
China, Egypt, Vietnam, Cambodia and India.
Uniworld’s iconic ships exemplify true artistry.
In partnership with the design visionaries at our
award-winning sister company—the Red Carnation
Hotel Collection—our ships have a stylish flair inspired
by the rivers upon which they cruise, a blend of
old-world elegance, the latest technological
innovations, and ultra-luxurious amenities.

Everything you
could ever wish for.

Unlimited Beverages &
Farm-to-Table Cuisine

Gracious and
Attentive Service

Choose from a range of unlimited complimentary
beverages, including top-shelf spirits, local wines,
a selection of beers and expertly-mixed cocktails
inspired by the destinations you visit.

At Uniworld we take great pride in delivering warm,
thoughtful and personal service to create memorable
experiences for each our guests. Our mantra
“No request too large, no detail too small.”

Farm-to-table is a governing philosophy and
commitment to serving you the very best local
dishes created by our master chefs. When in Italy,
dinner may consist of Osso Buco Milanese, prepared
to your liking, with meats and vegetables sourced
from just miles away.

Uniworld Boutique River Cruise Collection
Best River Cruise Line Service

We’ve Got Your Travel Covered
Experience the benefits of our all-inclusive
service long before you step foot on your ship.
Flights with British Airways from Heathrow as well
as other regional airports are included in
the price of your cruise.

Alternatively, take the Eurostar and high-speed
trains across Europe. Upon arrival at the airport,
a complimentary transfer will be waiting to
escort you to your ship.
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Over 80 Exclusive
Experiences and Events
We give you the freedom to decide how you spend
your days ashore by offering an enticing selection of
small group excursions and exclusive experiences.
In Vienna be treated to a “Morning with the Masters,”
a private art tour of the Vienna Art History Museum
and Venice, a private, intimate after-hours
evening visit to Saint Mark’s Basilica.
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ENCHANTING CLASSICAL
MUSIC ON THE DANUBE
with John Suchet
8 DAYS | BUDAPEST to PASSAU
FROM £2,339 PP

FLIGHTS INCLUDED
from the UK.

Join acclaimed broadcaster, classical music authur, John Suchet, as you
travel in the footsteps of some of the worlds most renowned musicians,
such as, Strausse, Schubert, Brahms, Beethoven and Mozart,
on an unforgettable 8 day cruise along the Danube River.

Day 01 | Arrive in Budapest
Fly from UK to Budapest Airport before being
transferred to your Uniworld river cruise ship.
Day 02 | Budapest
Savour the beauty of both Buda and Pest on a
panoramic tour showcasing key
highlights. If you prefer to experience the
city as the locals do, then take a ride on
the metro and stop at some of the local
attractions.
Day 03 | Cruising the Danube Bratislava – Vienna
Enjoy a day of leisure onboard as your ship
cruises the Danube Bend, which is lined
with scenic towns—some of the oldest
settlements in the country.
John Suchet presents: A history of
classical music and an insightful view of
the regions most famous composers.
Day 04 | Vienna
“Morning with the Masters,” an exclusive
early opening art tour of the
Kunsthistorisches Museum. If you prefer to
experience the city as locals do, go on
a guided walk that highlights Viennese
essentials or enjoy a Vienna panoramic city
tour.
This evening John Suchet introduces an
exclusive Mozart and Strauss concert in
a Viennese palace.
Day 05 | Durnstein, cruising the
Wachau Valley, Melk
Browse the quaint shops through
cobblestone lanes in the beautiful town of
Durnstein. Later, visit the 900-year-old Melk
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Meet your expert

Abbey and its extraordinary baroquestyle library. Cruise through the foothills
of the Bohemian Mountains, an UNESCO
declared it a World Heritage Landscape.
Castle ruins dominate hilltops; baroque
church towers appear on the river banks,
marking historic villages and splendid
abbeys; and vineyards and apricot
orchards cling to the rocky slopes.
This evening John Suchet talks about
his career and time as a reporter and
news broadcaster for ITN.
Day 06 | Salzburg or Linz
In UNESCO-designated Salzburg, you’ll
see Mozart’s childhood home and the
garden where the famous “Do-Re-Mi”
scene from The Sound of Music was
filmed. Alternatively, head to nearby Linz
instead, a former Roman settlement that
is now a vibrant centre for the arts.
Day 07 | Passau
Discover the medieval city of Passau on
a walking tour through the cobblestone
streets before watching a pipe organ
concert at St Stephen’s Cathedral. Later, we
have two “Go Active” experiences for you to
choose from: a bike ride along the Inn River
or a guided hike with a nature expert.
Day 08 | Passau (Disembark)
Disembark in Passau and transfer to
Munich Airport for your flight home.

JOHN SUCHET

CRUISE HIGHLIGHTS

ACCLAIMED ENGLISH AUTHOR,
NEWSREADER, TELEVISION
PRESENTER AND MUSICAL HOST
ON CLASSIC FM

Do as the Locals Do,
Budapest

Ride the metro, stop at a lively
market hall, visit the oldest garden
in the city and explore the National
Museum. Put yourself in a local’s
shoes and you’ll be amazed at
what you encounter during a day
exploring the city of Budapest.

He has twice been honoured for his
radio programme on Classic FM, at
the New York Festivals International
Radio Programme Awards in
2014, and the Association for
International Broadcasting
Awards in 2013.

Morning with the Masters,
Vienna

An exclusive early opening art tour
of the Kunsthistorisches Museum,
showcasing the Habsburg’s imperial
treasures as well as magnificent
works of art by some of the world’s
greatest artists, including Rubens,
Rembrandt, Dürer, Titian and
Tintoretto.

Wachau Valley

Baroque churches and ancient
monasteries nestle amongst
striking greenery where undulating
landscapes pierce the skyline.
Wachau Valley is a sight to behold,
whether you’re relaxing in the
comfort of your suite or soaking it
up on the top deck.

S.S. Maria Theresa

A floating homage to regal Austria
INDOOR POOL
Your privacy is our priority, so whenever
you enter the pool area on our ship, the
glass surrounding you instantly frosts up
so no one can peek inside.
VIENNESE CAFÉ
The spirit of Vienna lives on in our intimate
Viennese Café where you can help yourself
to teas, coffees and freshly baked pastries.
LIPIZZAN CINEMA
Our intimate 10-seater cinema boasts
three showings a day and different movies
in every destination, from timeless
classics to blockbusters.
JOHN SUCHET EXCLUSIVE EXPERIENCES
∙ Specialist Talk on Classical music and the
regions best known composers
∙ Host to a private Mozart and Strauss
evening concert
∙ Specialist talk on career as a reporter
and News broadcaster for ITN

Before joining Classic FM, John was
best known as one of the country’s
most popular television reporters
and newscasters. As a reporter
for ITN, he covered major events
around the world, including the Iran
Revolution, the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan, and the Philippines
Revolution.
He then became a newscaster for
ITN, presenting all major bulletins
including News at Ten.
John has been honoured in both
roles. He was Television Reporter
of the year in 1986, and Television
Newscaster of the year in 1996. In
2008 the Royal Television Society
accorded him its highest accolade,
the Lifetime Achievement Award.

CRUISE WITH JOHN SUCHET
20 OCTOBER 2019

FROM £2,339 PP
Based on Classic Stateroom
Book by 28 February 2019
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D-DAY & NORMANDY BEACHES

with Lord Dannatt & Andrew Roberts
8 DAYS | PARIS to PARIS

Join historian Andrew Roberts and the former head of the Army Lord
Dannatt on this D-Day 75th anniversary cruise, making 2019’s visit
even more special.

FROM £2,299 PP

FLIGHTS INCLUDED
from the UK.

Day 01 | Paris (Embark)
Fly from UK to Paris Airport before being
transferred to your Uniworld river cruise
ship.
Day 02 | La Roche – Guyon/Vernon
Visit the hilltop Château de La Roche
Guyon. Later, you can visit the home and
gardens of Claude Monet. Or take in the
beautiful French countryside in a more
invigorating way, with a guided bike ride
from Vernon to Giverny.
This evening an exclusive talk and Q&A
with Andrew Roberts on the Grand
Strategy of the Allies in the Second
World War and D-Day landings.
Day 03 | Rouen (Normandy Beaches)
The Normandy coast will forever be
associated with the Allies’ D-Day invasion.
Andrew Roberts joins you for a
profoundly emotional experience
visiting the Normandy beaches, where
you will attend a remembrance and
private ceremony at the Omaha Beach
memorial.
Day 04 | Caudebec-en-Caux
(Honfleur or Étretat)
Stroll through the beautiful Calvados
countryside to the seaside of Honfleur or
Links course Golfing day.
Day 05 | Rouen
Walk in the footsteps of greatness in
Normandy’s medieval capital, a city with
a historic quarter that remains amazingly
intact. kind in the world. Accompanied by
Peter Scudamore and Lucinda Russell,
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Travel with Lord Dannatt to Dieppe
to learn about operation Jubilee.
This evening, Lord Dannatt talks
exclusively about Help For Heroes,
which he co-founded.
Day 06 | Mantes-la-Jolie (Versailles)
Step into the private rooms of either the
Palace of Versailles, the lavish palace built
by the Sun King, or Marie Antoinette’s
hamlet.
Day 07 | Paris
Step into the private rooms of either the
Palace of Versailles, the lavish palace built
by the Sun King, or Marie Antoinette’s
hamlet.iding Hall or visit the horses with
an expert.
Day 08 | Paris (Disembark)
Disembark and transfer to Paris Airport
for your flight home.

Meet your experts

LORD DANNATT

CRUISE HIGHLIGHTS
Golf d’Étretat

Perched on the cliff tops more
than 150 ft. above the sea, a round
of golf at Golf d’Étretat is both a
memorable experience and visual
feast, where emerald greens
are flanked by sapphire waters
stretching out across the horizon.

A distinguished and decorated
former British Army officer and
was awarded the Military Cross
following his second tour of duty
in Northern Ireland. He is also the
founder patron of Help For Heroes.
He received an OBE in 2018

Versailles

Versailles set the standard for
opulence, not just in the 17th
century but for the succeeding
centuries as well. Tour the royal
apartments, which still look much
as they did when Louis XVI and
Marie Antoinette fled in 1789. Marvel
at the magnificent Hall of Mirrors
and walk through some of the
fountain-filled gardens.

“Do as the Locals Do”

Take the Métro to the Île de la
Cité and the great cathedral of
Notre Dame, where you’ll explore
with a local guide. After, cross the
Archbishop’s Bridge to the Left
Bank and the Latin Quarter, a haven
bohemian haven for writers, artists
and philosophers.

ANDREW
ROBERTS

S.S. Joie de Vivre

Handcrafted Parisian boutique
CLUB L’ESPRIT
Relax and indulge your mind, body and
soul at Club L’Esprit, our onboard spa and
wellness centre. Pamper yourself with
an array of beauty treatments. Work out
in the resistance pool. Get your heart
pumping in the onboard fitness centre.
LA CAVE DU VIN
Experience an exclusive epicurean event
in our onboard show kitchen. Under
expert guidance, prepare a seven-course
meal. Then relish your creation with wine
pairings designed by our Sommelier. in
every destination, from timeless classics
to blockbusters.

A leading historian and biographer,
he has a PhD from Gonville &
Caius College, Cambridge and is a
Visiting Professor at the War Studies
Department of King’s College,
London. A prolific author of books
such as the awardwinning The
Storm Of War: A New History Of The
Second World War

LORD DANNATT EXCLUSIVE EXPERIENCES
∙ Accompanied trip to Dieppe
∙ Evening talk about the modern-day soldier and
Help for Heroes
ANDREW ROBERTS EXCLUSIVE EXPERIENCES
∙ Escorting guests to the Normandy beaches
∙ Two fascinating talks with Q&A

CRUISE WITH
LORD DANNATT &
ANDREW ROBERTS
24 MARCH 2019

FROM £2,299 PP
Based on Classic Stateroom
Book by 28 February 2019
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ART & CULTURE ON THE DANUBE
with Andrew Graham-Dixon
8 DAYS | PASSAU to BUDAPEST
FROM £2,159 PP

FLIGHTS INCLUDED
from the UK.

Join the wonderful Andrew Graham-Dixon, who will give his inimitable
take on the cultural treasures you will see on your travels. Joining guests in
Vienna, he will reflect on his lifetime covering the arts and place the works
that you see into context.
Day 05 | Vienna
Day 01 | Arrive in Passau
Fly from UK to Munich Airport before being
transferred to your Uniworld river cruise ship.
Day 02 | Passau
Discover the medieval city of Passau on a
walking tour through the cobblestone streets
before watching a pipe organ concert at St
Stephen’s Cathedral. Later, we have two “Go
Active” experiences for you to choose from: a
bike ride along the Inn River or a guided hike
with a nature expert.
Day 03 | Salzburg or Linz
In UNESCO-designated Salzburg, you’ll
see Mozart’s childhood home and the
garden where the famous “Do-Re-Mi”
scene from The Sound of Music was filmed.
Alternatively, head to nearby Linz instead,
a former Roman settlement that is now a
vibrant centre for the arts.
Day 04 | Durnstein, cruising the
Wachau Valley, Melk
Browse the quaint shops through
cobblestone lanes in the beautiful town of
Durnstein. Later, visit the 900-year-old Melk
Abbey and its extraordinary baroque-style
library. Cruise through the foothills of the
Bohemian Mountains, an UNESCO declared
it a World Heritage Landscape. Castle
ruins dominate hilltops; baroque church
towers appear on the river banks, marking
historic villages and splendid abbeys; and
vineyards and apricot orchards cling to the
rocky slopes.
Tonight you will meet Andrew GrahamDixon who will give an introductory talk
about Vienna and its cultural influences.
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Take an exclusive “Morning with the
Masters” at the Vienna Art History
Museum before it opens to the general
public. Andrew will accompany this,
giving his insight on a few of the
standout paintings.
If you prefer to experience the city as locals
do, go on a guided walk that highlights
Viennese essentials or journey the city on a
panoramic city tour. This evening enjoy an
exclusive Mozart and Strauss concert in a
Viennese palace.
Day 06 | Cruising the Danube Vienna – Bratislava
Today, Andrew will host your visit to
the Albertina Museum, which houses
one million old-master prints and an
impressive collection of works by 19th
and 20th century painters from Renoir
to Rothko. The ship will then sail to
Bratislava in the afternoon, during
which time Andrew will give a second
talk, followed by a Q&A.
Day 07 | Budapest
Located on opposite sides of the
Danube, Buda and Pest each has its own
distinctive character and charm. Explore
this dynamic and multi-faceted city with
your choice of tours. In the evening, a
special Captain’s Farewell Reception and
Dinner
Day 08 | Budapest (Disembark)
Disembark and transfer to Budapest
Airport for your flight home.

Meet your expert

ANDREW
GRAHAM-DIXON

CRUISE HIGHLIGHTS
Do as the locals do,
Budapest

Ride the metro, stop at a lively
market hall, visit the oldest garden
in the city and explore the National
Museum. Put yourself in a local’s
shoes and you’ll be amazed at
what you encounter during a day
exploring the city of Budapest.

ART CRITIC,
BROADCASTER
& AUTHOR
A renowned art critic for The
Telegraph, Andrew is one of Britain’s
leading cultural commentators.

Morning with the Masters,
Vienna

An exclusive early opening art tour
of the Kunsthistorisches Museum,
showcasing the Habsburg’s imperial
treasures as well as magnificent
works of art by some of the world’s
greatest artists, including Rubens,
Rembrandt, Dürer, Titian and
Tintoretto.

Wachau Valley

Baroque churches and ancient
monasteries nestle amongst
striking greenery where undulating
landscapes pierce the skyline.
Wachau Valley is a sight to behold,
whether you’re relaxing in the
comfort of your suite or soaking it
up on the top deck.

S.S. Maria Theresa

A floating homage to regal Austria
INDOOR POOL
Your privacy is our priority, so whenever
you enter the pool area on our ship, the
glass surrounding you instantly frosts up
so no one can peek inside.
VIENNESE CAFÉ
The spirit of Vienna lives on in our intimate
Viennese Café where you can help yourself
to teas, coffees and freshly baked pastries.
LIPIZZAN CINEMA
Our intimate 10-seater cinema boasts
three showings a day and different movies
in every destination, from timeless
classics to blockbusters.
ANDREW GRAHAM-DIXON
EXCLUSIVE EXPERIENCES
∙ Evening Talk & Q&A.
∙ Excursion accompanying guests,
“Morning with the masters”.
∙ Excursion accompanying guests to Albertina.
∙ Afternoon Talk & Q&A

A prolific broadcaster, he has
presented numerous programmes
including the BBC travelogues Sicily
Unpacked and Italy Unpacked with
Italian chef, Giorgio Locatelli.
He is also the author of
numerous books covering art
history, including Renaissance,
Michelangelo and the Sistine
Chapel, and Caravaggio: A Life
Sacred and Profane. A former judge
of the Turner Prize, Andrew has
also served on the Government
Art Collection Committee and the
Hayward Advisory Committee.

CRUISE WITH ANDREW
GRAHAM-DIXON
17 MARCH 2019

FROM £2,159 PP
Based on Classic Stateroom
Book by 28 February 2019
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Luxurious
River cruise ships
Over 80 Exclusive
Experiences & Events
Farm-fresh Cuisine
& Unlimited Beverages
The Most
Dedicated Service
Expertise
You can count on
Exceed
Your expectations

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL 0808 273 2326
OR VISIT UNIWORLD.COM

YOU DESERVE THE BEST
Central Europe
Spain

|

|

Russia

Italy |
|

Asia

France
|

India

| Portugal &
|

Egypt

ABTA No.Y6200

Terms and conditions: Cruising with the experts is valid for new, individual
ABTA
No.Y6200
bookings on select
2019
Europe itineraries and departure dates only, booked
and deposit paid by 28 February 2019. Offers are per person based on
two sharing the advertised class of stateroom. Offers are strictly capacity
controlled and may be modified or withdrawn at any time. Offer is based on
cruise + flight or rail fare. Offer does not apply to any air or rail supplements.
Availability of all stateroom categories cannot be guaranteed. Offer applies
to full-fare bookings only and is not combinable with any other promotional
offer or programme, except River Heritage Club savings. * Flights included
from a selection of airports in the UK. No-fly/ rail options also included on
select 2019 European itineraries only. Flights and/or Eurostar are subject
to availability at the time of booking and supplements may apply. Other
restrictions and airline charges may apply. Additional restrictions may apply.

a f a m i ly of br a n d s

